Abstract-We propose an approach to create camera coalitions in resource-constrained camera networks and demonstrate it for collaborative target tracking. We cast coalition formation as a decentralized resource allocation process where the best cameras among those viewing a target are assigned to a coalition based on marginal utility theory. A manager is dynamically selected to negotiate with cameras whether they will join the coalition and to coordinate the tracking task. This negotiation is based not only on the utility brought by each camera to the coalition, but also on the associated cost (i.e. additional processing and communication). Experimental results and comparisons using simulations and real data show that the proposed approach outperforms related state-of-the-art methods by improving tracking accuracy in costfree settings. Moreover, under resource limitations, the proposed approach controls the tradeoff between accuracy and cost, and achieves energy savings with only a minor reduction in accuracy.
I. INTRODUCTION
N ETWORKS of wireless cameras with embedded capabilities for sensing, processing and communication enable emerging pervasive and mobile applications in many areas such as environment monitoring and human-computer interaction [1] , [2] . Fixed cameras can cooperate wirelessly with mobile battery-powered cameras to capture closer views of selected objects [3] . Cameras in large networks may interact locally forming coalitions to provide coordinated decisions across neighboring cameras. Coalitions can benefit target tracking [4] , a key task in camera networks, where sets of cameras may operate jointly using decentralized tracking [5] .
Current solutions to manage multiple cameras employ centralized [6] - [10] or decentralized [11] - [14] architectures. Centralized approaches have limited scalability and often cast the problem as a global resource allocation. Decentralized proposals rely on camera ranking [11] , [13] , [14] , or local interaction [12] . Cameras are grouped according to criteria such as camera-target distance [12] , [14] overlap [8] , inter-view target matching [11] , [13] , occlusionfree views [9] and user preferences [7] . Cameras are assumed to provide accurate data and to contribute equally to the coalition, which may not be true due to errors and view variability across cameras. Coalition formation requires identifying the best cameras over time. Moreover, collaboration costs of forming and operating camera coalitions are generally not defined [7] , [9] , [11] , [13] , [14] thus limiting the use of existing approaches in resource-constrained camera networks.
In this paper, we propose a framework for camera-coalition formation that simultaneously accounts for benefits and costs of camera collaboration. We cast coalition formation as a resource allocation problem where cameras are available network resources. A greedy decentralized approach quantifies the expected benefit of cameras joining the coalition via their utility for tracking a target. Coalition costs are defined based on the energy required for communication and processing. Using marginal utility theory [15] , we estimate the contribution of each camera for the tracking task for their efficient allocation to a coalition. A coalition manager negotiates with cameras when their utility justifies the associated cost of joining a coalition. Cameras participate in a coalition until exhaustion of their capabilities, measured as load and remaining energy. The coalition is formed and updated as the target moves, thus adapting to resource and environment changes. Simulations and real-data experiments show that the proposed approach improves related works for coalition formation and tracking.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II discusses the related work and Section III states the addressed problem. Section IV overviews the proposed framework for coalitionbased tracking and Section V describes the proposed approach for coalition formation. Section VI presents the experimental results and Section VII concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Coalitions in camera networks can be formed statically (at system initialization) or dynamically (at predefined intervals or driven by external events) [11] . We are interested in dynamic approaches to create event-driven coalitions for target tracking. These approaches can be based on centralized optimization, decentralized rankings or local interaction (Table I) .
Centralized optimization maximizes functions that quantify target location accuracy [6] , [9] , [17] or visibility [10] . Such optimization is often restricted to small-size networks as its explores all the combinations of cameras to form a coalition [6] , [17] . Greedy approaches reduce such complexity by sequentially expanding the coalition only with cameras maximizing certain criteria [9] , [10] . Centralized approaches need a global network view, including for example, the knowledge of the number of targets and available resources [9] .
Decentralized rankings select top-ranked cameras based on camera-target distance [11] or feature matching such as orientation [13] . Distance-based criteria require accurate target state estimations to create coalitions whereas feature-based criteria rely on matching accuracy. Each camera sends targetrelated data to neighboring cameras to decide whether to join the coalition. These approaches replicate the computational cost needed to transmit data for distributed decision making.
Local (pair-wise) interaction enables scalability at network and target level. Such interaction can be decentralized or distributed if some or none of the cameras act as coordinators, respectively. For example, the contract net protocol is used to create coalitions via decentralized auction schemes (announce, bid and select) [12] . Optimal allocation of shared resources is solved via centralized Constraint Satisfaction that has the limitations of centralized optimization. Auctions are also used to handover targets between cameras based on camera-target distance and only the closest camera is selected to track [14] . Centralized interaction can also rely on game theory such as the bargaining of cameras in a multi-player game to maximize the network utility aligned to user-defined criteria over the target [7] . The highest-utility camera is used for tracking without collaboration among cameras in the coalition [7] , [14] .
The interaction between mobile and fixed cameras implicitly imposes resource constraints as mobile cameras are batterypowered and communicate wirelessly [18] . The resources required to collaborate should be used to create the coalition as collaboration may imply costs not justified by the associated performance improvements. Resource constraints are used to select cameras that are idle [12] , have high remaining battery level [6] or have available resources [8] . These approaches do not consider collaboration costs and coalitions are based on individual camera resources. Other approaches define computational [16] and transmission [19] costs without collaborative processing, thus decreasing the benefits of coalitions.
Similar approaches also exist for coalitions in wireless sensor networks [20] , [21] . These methods assume known sensor accuracy and allocate sensors to targets by considering load [20] and energy [21] constraints. However, such detailed sensor knowledge may not be available in camera networks. Moreover, coalition assignments use distributed optimization based on global network information. This approach may limit scalability and requires high computational costs. Instead, the proposed approach only estimates camera utilities and employs local interaction without requiring any global data. Unlike the homogeneous collaborative processing [11] , [13] , we weight coalition collaboration based on cameras' utilities. We propose a framework to model utilities and costs of camera coalitions, whereas related works in camera networks only describe cost-free coalitions [9] , [10] , [12] , [14] . While camera battery levels are used [6] , collaboration costs are not modeled. Finally, unlike centralized approaches [6] , [8] - [10] , we define a decentralized scheme for fast allocation of cameras to the coalition.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Let
= {c 1 , . . . , c N } be a network of N cameras. We consider networks of calibrated and resource-limited wireless cameras. We suppose synchronized and delay-free communication with a range twice the Field of View (FOV) range and that cameras viewing the same target (i.e. overlapping FOVs) can directly communicate. Cameras with nonoverlapping FOVs may communicate via look-up tables [22] or adaptive transmission ranges [23] . We use the index k to define the time steps when target measurements are captured. Let x k be the state of a moving target defined as x k = [x, y,ẋ,ẏ], where (x, y) is the target center and (ẋ,ẏ) is the target velocity. The measurements obtained by each c i are z
Let L k be a subset of cameras c i viewing the target at k:
where |·| is the set cardinality (size). L k can be obtained using external calibration data [22] or by matching distinguishable targets across camera views using for example color histograms [11] . Target-to-measurement association is considered given for each camera (no clutter). For tracking a target, sub-sets of cameras are grouped into a time-varying coalition C k at each k:
where |C k | is the coalition size. The goal is to automatically identify C k ⊆ L k over time, i.e. the best set of cameras for the coalition that can increase performance via collaboration.
IV. COALITION-BASED COLLABORATIVE TRACKING FRAMEWORK
The proposed decentralized multi-camera framework for coalition-based target tracking is divided into four stages ( Figure 1 ): resource management, utility estimation, coalition formation and collaborative tracking. The key symbols we use in this paper are given in Table II .
A. Resource Management and Utility Estimation
Each camera c i consists of an image sensor, a processor, a resource manager and a wireless communication module. The resource manager receives consumption-related information from the three other modules and monitors the currently available resources. The camera resources are described as the current, l k i , and maximum, l max , processing load, the current, b k i , and initial, b max , battery level and the energy consumptions or demands d
We create coalitions by estimating the utilities of the cameras to track the target. A utility function measures the goodness of actions in specific problems and helps the decision making process [24] . In camera networks, utilities are employed to express preference for occlusion-free views [9] , representative camera views [7] or FOV configurations [25] .
Let be a pairwise preference relation ∀c i ∈ , where c 1 c 2 means that c 1 is preferred or indifferent to c 2 . In our case, a utility function g : → R + represents if and only
. We define the utility of each camera c i ∈ L k to track the target using the current and past frames F 1:k i , the target measurements z 1:k i and the available resources (via the resource manager) as:
where g(·) depends on the estimated target state x k (e.g. target size [7] and location [25] ) and the configuration of camera c i (e.g. FOV distortion and focus [26] ). In order to make the utility and the current camera resources available to other cameras in is the camera priority. For example, an heterogeneous camera network may use different priorities depending on each camera capabilities. Then, after selecting a coalition manager c k m and forming a coalition C k for a target (see Section V), we proceed with collaborative tracking within the coalition.
B. Collaborative Tracking
We perform decentralized tracking via the coalition manager c k m that estimates the target state over time. Each camera in the coalition c j ∈ C k generates its target measurement z k j , which is sent to c k m . We use the Information Filter (IF) fusion scheme [27] where the target state is first predicted by c k m and then it is updated with the received z k j from coalition cameras. For each time step k, the manager performs prediction as:
where x k − and x k−1 are the predicted and previous target states at c k m , respectively; P k − and P k−1 are the predicted and previous error covariance at c k m , respectively; φ ∈ R ρ×ρ is the state prediction matrix; ρ = 4 is the target state size and Q k is the noise covariance defined as a zero-mean Gaussian process. Such prediction is then updated with the received z k j measurements using the IF scheme via the Fisher information vector v k ∈ R ρ and matrix V k ∈ R ρ×ρ as:
where H k j and W k j are the measurement and associated covariance matrix for c j , respectively; and C k is the coalition determined by c k m . Note that the contribution of c j is weighted according to its utility u k j . Finally, the target state and its covariance are estimated in the coalition manager as:
As the coalition manager may change over time, the results obtained (x k and P k ) are sent to the next manager c k+1 m . Finally, the demanded energy by all processes is updated in the resource manager of each c j : d 
V. COALITION FORMATION
The proposed decentralized approach for camera coalition formation models cameras as network resources and allocates them to a coalition considering their utilities as well as the associated collaboration costs (Figure 2) .
A. Manager Selection
Dynamic coalition formation requires cameras to take timevarying roles for enabling decentralized coordination and determining optimal network-wide decisions. A coalition manager is selected at every time step k, thus distributing the needed resources for coordination. The coalition manager communicates with the cameras in the network, determines the coalition members and performs tracking.
Existing approaches perform centralized manager selection randonmly [28] or using energy-based criteria [8] . These approaches have low scalability and often require high computational costs. We instead cast such selection problem as an unconstrained local optimization based only on the available resources in L k , to determine the coalition manager c k m as:
where h(c i ) measures the adequacy of c i to be the coalition manager. This manager selection is only performed by the c i with the highest battery level in L k . The adequacy of c i is a weighted combination of its current energy level and load:
where 
B. Marginal Camera Contribution
The formation of effective coalitions depends on the utility of cameras joining the coalition under formation C k,r subject to their associated costs. The index r represents each round of negotiation between c i and c k m where cameras are sequentially added to C k,r . When adding new cameras is no longer useful, C k,r becomes the final coalition C k . Assessing the contribution of a camera (utility and costs) is needed to expand C k,r .
We use marginal utility theory [15] to measure the local contribution of a camera. We define the marginal utility of adding c i to the coalition under formation as:
where (C k,r ) and (C k,r \{c i }) are the utilities of the coalition after and before adding c i (without considering costs). The coalition utility : C k,r → R + is defined as:
where u k i and o k i are the utility and priority of c i . This type of combination of utilities has been employed in cooperative communications [29] , video surveillance [30] and wireless sensor networks [21] . Note that although o k i may be adapted over time to the network goals, in this work we assume equal priority for all cameras (o
, thus coalition formation is only driven by utility and available resources.
We define the marginal cost of adding c i to the coalition as:
where s : C k,r → R + is the s th coalition cost. We define two costs: one for processing, p , and one for communication, c . The processing cost p (C k,r ) measures the energy required by the cameras to operate in the coalition:
where A is the number of task types; a c n and a m n are the number of type n tasks performed by all c i ∈ C k and c k m , respectively; e p (·) is the energy required to complete a task.
The communication cost c (C k,r ) is associated to the energy needed to exchange data within the coalition: Fig. 3 . Illustrative example to determine the coalition using the proposed marginal contribution, ϒ, and global optimization [15] , G. The score (y-axis) shows the coalition values (utility and cost) obtained by the approaches. The maximum value for ϒ and G is the optimal set size (4 and 6, respectively).
where P is the number of available packet types; p c n and p m n are the number of type n packets exchanged by any camera c i and c k m , respectively; q n is the number of bits of type n packet; E t x and E r x are constants to define the energy/bit to transmit and to receive. Standard consumption models [31] can be used as energy models in Eqs. (15) and (16) . We define only the communication for the coalition collaboration and consider two packet types to exchange measurements ( p c 1 , from the coalition cameras to the manager) and estimations ( p m 2 , from the manager to the coalition cameras).
Finally, the marginal contribution of a camera to the coalition is determined by jointly considering the marginal utility and cost, which are combined using ϒ : C k,r → R as: (17) where N c = 2 is the number of costs and λ s weights the relative importance between unitary variations of the C s cost and U utility. λ s allows us to define the constraints related to the limited resources. Figure 3 compares the proposed use of marginal camera contributions, ϒ, and the traditional global optimization [15] , G, for sequential expansion of C k,r using a set L k with 10 cameras. ϒ requires a local decision to select the best camera at each r expansion step (x-axis) whereas G focuses on the global difference between utility and cost. ϒ and G obtain two optimal coalitions with 4 and 6 cameras, respectively. For ϒ, the cost of including any 5 th camera is higher than the improvement in utility. For G, the optimization is influenced by the previously included cameras and the difference is higher than the previous value for a particular camera.
C. Camera Allocation
For allocating cameras to the coalition, the search space contains all sub-sets C k,r ⊆ L k of any size. This subsetselection is an NP-hard problem in general, requiring the evaluation of 2 L k sub-sets. Centralized optimization schemes are not feasible to generate the optimal coalition due their high computational complexity and their requirement of global knowledge of the network resources. A distributed search scheme relying on local information is desired for fast coalition formation and robustness to failures.
We cast the coalition formation as a greedy decentralized resource allocation via rounds of local negotiations. We use the Contract Net Protocol [32] and formulate such resource allocation as bidding processes. Greedy approaches have been also applied to small-size multi-camera networks for measurement selection [9] , [10] . Both approaches differ from the proposed one as they are centralized, do not consider costs and do not scale well for large camera networks.
For each round r, c k m determines the best camerac i ∈ L k to join the coalition C k,r based on its marginal contribution:
where the constraint ϒ(c i , C k,r ) > 0 imposes that the utility is greater than the cost of camerac i joining the coalition. Then, c k m sends toc i a bid with the value ϒ(c i , C k,r ) for the r th negotiation round. We use the individual rationality principle [33] andc i accepts the proposed allocation by c k m until depletion of its resources, according to:
where 1 indicates the acceptance and 0 indicates the rejection byc i at round r of the manager proposal; e p and l p are, respectively, the energy and load cost associated to the resources thatc i allocates to participate in the coalition. The = 1) and iteratively repeats this round-based negotiation until the marginal cost of adding a new camera is higher than the associated marginal utility (ϒ(c i , C k,r ) < 0). Thus, c k m is able to refine the coalition, achieving efficient allocation of cameras and adapting dynamically to resource changes. Algorithm 1 summarizes the proposed approach for coalition formation.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We evaluate the proposed approach, CAWC (Cost-AWare Coalition), for target tracking via simulated and real camera networks. Simulations allow testing for variable-size networks without deployment limitations. Real data examines the impact of real trackers and utilities on coalition performance.
A. Setup
The coalition manager tracks the target in a common ground-plane by fusing the measurements of cameras. The motion model of targets is x k+1 = φx k + ς k , where φ is a first order model [34] and ς k ∼ N (0, Y) is a zeromean Gaussian noise with covariance Y = di ag( [10 10 11] ). As performance measure, we use the tracking error defined as the L2 norm [34] between the true state and the state estimated by the coalition manager. We compute the mean value for all the targets and report this value as performance indicator. (12), (14) and (17), respectively). We analyze cost-free and cost-aware camera networks. For cost-free, the proposed approach uses utilities to select best subsets with the 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% cameras in L k (respectively CAWC-25, CAWC-50, CAWC-75 and CAWC-100). We compare against the relevant work: best camera based on utility (BU) [7] and target distance (BD) [14] ; fusion of all cameras in L k assuming homogeneity (ALL) [11] and ideal weighting with known measurement accuracy (IDEAL). We evaluate cost-aware settings by considering processing (CAWC-P), communication (CAWC-C) and both (CAWC-ALL). The marginal costs λ s define the resource constraints (see Eq. 17). For comparison, we use brute-force coalition creation (BF) and all c i ∈ L k (ALL) as, respectively, the optimal formation strategy and the cost-free optimal performance.
For the coalition costs, we use standard consumption models for communication and processing with default values [31] : E t x = E r x = 50n J/bi t, q 1 = 768bi ts and q 2 = 25bi ts. We do not consider the costs for sensing and utility estimation (d 
where γ is the penalization (i.e. heterogeneity) of the mistracking factor f i ∈ [0, 1] for each camera view. f i controls the likelihood to provide unreliable tracking data that simulates problems such as low target-background contrast in each view. We randomly set f i for each c i and control the measurement accuracy via γ (i.e. multiplier of the covariance W). Figure 4 (b) shows the measurement penalization κ i for the camera heterogeneity factors γ used in the simulations. We approximate the camera utility in Eq. 3 via the mistracking factor as u i = 1 − f i . For the simulations, we use T = 1 (one target) and K = 50 (time steps). The results are the mean of 50 runs.
2) Cost-Free: Figure 5 shows the tracking error dependence with the measurement heterogeneity γ for a network of N = 30 cameras. Under homogeneity (γ = 0), all cameras generate measurements with equal accuracy and tracking performance depends on the coalition size (the higher the better). ALL and IDEAL outperform other approaches. For γ > 0, cameras provide measurements with variable accuracy and selecting the best ones is crucial. ALL accumulates errors of low-accuracy measurements as all cameras are equally fused. BD shows that the camera closest to the target does not guarantee accurate measurements. BU uses the best camera providing good performance but it does not benefit from coalition collaboration. CAWC-25, CAWC-50, CAWC-75 and CAWC-100 (CAWC-25:100) consider coalitions where each c i result is weighted according to its utility. As we increase γ , utility weighting becomes more relevant as shown in the comparison. CAWC-25:100 outperform the state-of-theart approaches for medium and high heterogeneity (γ > 2) showing the advantages of the proposed approach to reduce errors. IDEAL is the best, closely followed by the CAWC-25:100, but IDEAL requires the knowledge of each Comparison of tracking error versus the number of cameras in the network (N=10-50) for γ = 2 (camera heterogeneity). KEY. ALL: all c i ∈ L k [11] ; BD: closest-to-target c i ∈ L k [14] ; BU: highest-utility c i ∈ L k [7] ; CAWC-X: proposed Cost-AWare Coalition using subsets of L k (X={25,50,75,100}); IDEAL: all c i ∈ L k with known covariance. camera measurement covariance κ i W; whereas CAWC-25:100 only use the camera utility as indicator. Figure 6 shows the relation between tracking error and network density for measurement heterogeneity γ = 2. By increasing the density, targets are viewed by more cameras and coalitions tend to increase their size. BD is the worst demonstrating the limitations of the distance criterion for coalitions. BU shows that the highest-utility camera improves performance for low densities (N=10-20) with a stabilization for high densities (N=30-50). ALL, CAWC-50:100 and IDEAL reduce error for an increasing number of cameras. CAWC-50:100 error is always below ALL, showing that utility weighting is useful for all camera densities, being a good estimator of the real measurement covariance κ i W. IDEAL and CAWC-100 results are similar as measurement heterogeneity is not high (γ = 2). Figure 7 depicts the number of cameras simultaneously viewing targets (i.e. the negotiation set L k ) for various network densities. Targets in low-density networks (N=10-20) are often viewed by sets of 1-4 cameras, where two-camera-sets are frequent. Thus, the benefit of using coalitions is less noticeable (see Figure 6 ) as the same camera is always employed regardless the applied approach. Medium-density networks (N=30) provide sets of 2-5 cameras where coalitions have more choices for camera selection. In high-density networks (N=40-50), many cameras observe each target and coalitions decrease the tracking error (see Figure 6) . However, such high density may correspond to less common network deployments.
3) Cost-Aware: Figure 8 shows the coalition size for different marginal costs. Smaller coalitions are created for increasing λ s as the cost associated to resources of additional cameras is more important than their improvements. The maximum coalition utility needs only few cameras. Extreme cases are for λ s = 0 (cost-free) and λ s = 5 (high-cost) where all cameras and the best one are in the coalition, respectively. Figure 9 compares the mean coalition size, performance (tracking error) and resources (energy saved) of the selected approaches. In Figure 9 (a), BF and CAWC approximately generate equal-size coalitions, decreasing their size as resources are more limited. Between the two coalition costs, processing predominates over communication as the energy required is considerable higher for the former. Coalitions based on communication costs do not significantly differ from the cost-free situation (ALL) with a maximum difference of 0.4 cameras for λ s = 5. For Figures 9(b) and 9(c), ALL always employs the same number of cameras, being not affected by the available resources. Hence, ALL is used as baseline result for performance and energy. Figure 9(b) shows that the tracking error of CAWC and BF gradually grows as marginal costs λ s increase. The tracking error has a maximum deviation of ∼20% for λ s = 5 where the energy savings are ∼61%, as compared with the baseline (ALL). For λ s = 1, both BF and CAWC generate coalitions that increase the tracking error ∼7% but require ∼38% less energy. Coalitions aware of communication costs slightly reduce performance by ∼3% and increase energy savings by ∼10%. The processing cost dominates over the communication one to estimate the coalition cost during the creation process. The performance drop can be modified by changing λ s , which depends on the application considered and the available resources (e.g. energy budget for communication and processing).
Although BF and the CAWC-ALL have similar tracking error and cost, their computational complexity is different. Figure 10 shows the needed iterations (negotiations) for various network sizes. There is no significant difference for smaller networks (N=10-20). However, BF cost exponentially grows for larger networks (N=30-50). Instead, CAWC-ALL increases linearly the number of iterations and requires less computations. These results suggest a performance-energy tradeoff exhibited by varying the marginal cost weight λ s . Figure 11 shows this relation for different network densities and marginal costs λ s . The results depict the difference between the proposed approach CAWC (cost-aware) and ALL (cost-free, using all cameras) in terms of increased tracking error and saved energy. Increasing the number of cameras leads to higher energy savings. The energy is approximately reduced tenfold when considering 10 and 50 camera networks as coalitions only employ the most useful cameras. Conversely, the tracking error grows when the marginal costs increase. Less cameras are used to employ less resources and, therefore, the coalition is more sensitive to errors in camera measurements. By decreasing marginal costs, more cameras are used and low-accuracy measurements are better filtered in the coalition. Note that the increased tracking error for N=10 is less than [11] ; BD: closest-to-target c i ∈ L k [14] ; BU: highest-utility c i ∈ L k [7] ; CAWC-X: proposed Cost-AWare Coalition using subsets of L k (X = {25,50,75,100}).
for N > 10 due to the reduced possibilities of creating coalitions as negotiation sets often contain one camera only (see Figure 7) . Figure 12 shows the computational cost of CAWC for varying network size and cost settings. The processing time is measured via a Matlab implementation and a standard PC (P-IV 2Ghz 4GB-RAM). For the communication time, we consider standard wireless protocols such as 802.11a (11 Mbit/s) without overhead. The amount of exchanged data depends on L k as each c i sends a 4-double packet M k i . For each allocation round, c k m sends a 3-double packet (type, destination and bid) and the receiver c i replies with a 2-double packet. Other packets include a 2-double packet to announce c m k and a 12-double packet to distribute the estimates [11] . Results show that the time increases with growing network sizes and decreases with increasing λ s . The [11] ; BD: closest-to-target c i ∈ L k [14] ; BU: highest-utility c i ∈ L k [7] ; CAWC-X: proposed Cost-AWare Coalition using subsets of L k (X={25,50,75,100}). total processing time range is 2.66-11.77 ms, which is suitable for real-time.
C. Real Data 1) Dataset:
We use nine targets from two multi-camera datasets: S2_L1 from PETS2009 1 (seven cameras) and chap from ICGLab6 2 [36] (four cameras). This data represents many tracking challenges such as abrupt motion, occlusions, varying illumination and scale changes. We only analyze targets visible in (at least) three cameras for more than 100 frames. Figure 13 shows visual examples and the trajectories of the used targets.
To get the target measurements for each frame (k step), each camera runs a multi-hypothesis tracker based on sparse appearance modeling [37] and an online utility estimator based on tracking performance [38] , both tuned to each camera view. As other approaches [7] , [11] , we manually initialize each target when it appears in the camera FOV. Targets are tracked until leaving the FOV of all cameras or until the failure of all the associated trackers. The length of the sequences ranges from 200 to 500 frames (making a total of ∼9500 frames analyzed). For comparison, manual annotations of the ideal result in the ground-plane are used every frame (PETS2009) or every ten frames (ICGLab6). The results are the mean of 5 runs.
2) Cost-Free: Figure 14 shows the tracking performance for each dataset. The conclusions are similar to those obtained with the simulated data. For both datasets, CAWC gets lower error than competitive approaches as each camera contribution is weighted by utilities. The use of multiple cameras increases the robustness against isolated tracking failures by providing different viewpoints. BD presents the worst results as they rely on cameras that may appear to be close to the target due to errors. BU has different results for the two datasets. In ICGLab6, the error is slightly higher than the proposed approaches as all trackers tend to provide good results until failure. However, trackers are less accurate for PETS2009 and therefore their utility has a larger variability. ALL exhibits a dependence with the number of cameras. The more cameras are combined, the better the results as the chance of integrating cameras with good performance is higher. Note that IDEAL is not applied to real data since we do not know in advance the effect of the tracking problems on the final performance. Figure 15 shows selected visual results for the T0 target of the ICGLab6 dataset and the results in terms of estimated utility and tracking errors (camera and coalition in the image and ground planes, respectively). At the beginning (frames 70-170), the trackers in the four cameras show good performance and the utility estimator is able to weight their accuracy. For example, c 1 and c 2 have the lowest utility (highest error). Then, the tracker in c 1 loses the target around frame 170 and its utility drops to zero, which prevents its use by the proposed approaches (CAWC-25:100) and BU. Such failure influences the performance of ALL. BD is also distracted by a wrong estimation in c 1 , being frequently selected as the closest camera to the target. Similarly occurs for frames 280 and 330 for c 2 and c 3 , respectively. BD and ALL accumulate the camera failures and significantly increase the error. BU and CAWC-25:100 present the lowest error with a slightly reduction as more cameras are employed. This example shows the benefits of utilities for coalition-based tracking.
3) Cost-Aware: Figure 16 shows the tradeoff between tracking error and resource consumption using real data. For both datasets, a significant reduction is achieved by using highutility cameras. The energy saved ranges from 20% to 80%, which implies stopping the trackers if their utility indicates that they are no longer useful in the coalition (e.g. in case of failures). However, such savings imply a penalization in tracking performance, noticeable for the PETS2009 dataset. The error increases around 50% (from 0.92 to 1.5 meters) and depending on the application, this error might be critical. On the other hand, the tracking error remains constant for the ICGLab6 dataset. As cameras are close enough to targets and provide high-quality views, the coalition gets similar performance with small (high λ s ) or large (low λ s ) coalition sizes. These results are expected as CAWC-25:100 obtained similar performance for cost-free real data (see Figure 14) . Thus, costaware multi-camera networks may consider the camera-target distance to select views, where utility estimation of close views can lead to good performance at a reduced cost.
For coalitions combining different viewing distances, a cost reduction can be achieved that decreases tracking performance.
D. Discussion
The experimental results showed the importance of camera accuracy indicators, such as the camera utility, for collaborative processing via coalitions that improves tracking performance. In fact, cameras with heterogeneous views may provide data with variable accuracy whose weighted integration is key to increase tracking performance. High-density camera networks reduce tracking error as multiple views are available for each target. Results under limited resources exhibit a performance-cost tradeoff. By increasing the cost of the coalition (i.e. including more cameras), tracking performance increases. However, network resources may be quickly depleted, thus reducing network lifetime. Results also show that the energy consumption can be significantly reduced at the cost of a small performance decrease. Finally, the processing cost dominates over the communication cost as few data packets are exchanged between cameras in the proposed approach.
VII. CONCLUSION
We presented a framework to create camera coalitions that considers task-performance improvement and costs for camera cooperation. A dynamically selected coalition manager enables decentralized coordination for cooperative tracking where coalition members communicate only with their local fusion centers. We defined a decentralized negotiation scheme to allocate resources (cameras) to coalitions over time. The proposed approach was demonstrated on simulations and real data for target tracking in cost-free and resource-constrained camera networks, outperforming state-of-the-art approaches. The proposed approach is not restricted to decentralized tracking and it can be applied to other collaborative tasks in camera networks and to alternatives schemes such as token-passing using Particle Filters [39] .
As future work, we will explore distributed approaches for simultaneous resource allocation in multi-target scenarios.
